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1 
Let S = {z,+} be a countably infinite set in the complex plane C possessing 
no limit points in @. Let 23 be the collection of functions,f(z), analytic in 
C\S, possessing finite L’ norm, 
(1-l) 
If aES and 0 </z--a] <+min,,, 1 a - b I, then the mean-value property of 
analytic functions shows that, for any f E 23, 
Hence. 
If(z>l < ‘lf ll rlz-a12’ 
From this estimate and (1.1 ), we conclude that $ is meromorphic in C, and 
that the singularities off are at worst first-order poles at the points of S. 
It follows from very general criteria of Bers [ 1,2] that every function of 
the class ‘83 can be approximated arbitrarily well in the L’ norm by rutiorzal 
functions, f,(z). Bers’ method makes use of Banach space theory, and 
distributional derivatives of singular integrals. Due to its general nature, it 
provides an existence theorem for the approximating sequence {f,}, but not 
an explicit construction. By means of very elementary methods, we will see, 
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below, how the sequence, f , can be obtained in a concrete manner in the 
case under discussion here. 
For the construction off,, n = 1, 2 ,..., we proceed as follows. Assume that 
jzkfll > 1~~1, for all zk E S, and let 
P(r) = +J’” If(reie)l r d8. 
0 
In view of (1. l), F(r) exists for almost all r > 0, and 
llfll = 27~ 1” F(r) dr < 00. 
0 
Therefore, we may choose a sequence { rn}, lim rn = 00, 
max(2,1z21) <rl < r2 < a.. , 
with r,, # Izkl, (zk E S), and such that 
lim (r, log r,) F(r,) = 0. 
n-m 
Let I, denote the residue off at zk. We define f,(z) as 
(1.2) 
(l-3) 
(l-4) 
(1.5) 
where a,, /3, are determined by the requirement that z*&(z) + 0, as z + co ; 
namely, that 
THEOREM. Given f E 9, let f,, n = 1,2 ,..., be chosen as in (1.5). Then 
A\% Ilf -fn II = 0. 
p,;thermore, lim f,(z) = f (z), uniformly in every compact subset of 
z,,z*l. 
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2 
We proceed with the proof. 
Let 
lk g,(z) = c -2 P” h&)=-a,--, 
lzkl <r, ’ - ‘k z -zl 
z -z2 
and 
As is easily verified, 
jz) < rn7z#Zk 
(2.1) 
Thus, 
lg.Wb)l~~, Izl < r,. n 
This shows that g,(z)+f(z), uniformly in every compact subset of C. 
Solving (1.6) for a,,, /3, in terms of A,$,, yields the formulas 
k(z)= (“;:‘-iyq &+ ( B;,-_A;:,) ;’
1 
I 
c+z - (z1 +z*) Ix- 
2ni ,[IEr” (z -zl)(z -z*) f(c)d5s 
Since 
we see right away, from the first expression in (2.3) that 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
lim h,(z) = 0, 
n-roa 
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uniformly in every compact subset of C\{z,, z2}. Hence the assertion about 
lim&(z) is proved. To prove the main assertion of the theorem we must 
verify that the norms /If,11 are bounded unifromly with respect to n. (The 
choice of a,,, /3, was made to ensure that Ilf,ll < 00.) 
We consider first the quantity 
IJ ILl( c&C 4J. ,r,<2r n 
BY @l), 
On the other hand, using the second expression for h,(z), in (2.3), 
r, + IzI+ Iz1 +z2l 
lhJz)lG lz-z*l. Iz-z*I F(rJ 
% WJ 
G lz-z,l * Iz-z21’ (lzl < 2rtJ 
Therefore, 
iT lh,(z)l dx dy = ol@-n log r,>W,)l, n+ co. ’ Izl<Zr, 
Hence, 
li ,z, < Zr, If&>l dx dy < llfll + OlO-n log r,>W-n)I~ n-+ 00. (2.4) 
In order to estimate Js,Z,>ZI, If,(z)1 dxdy we combine the second 
expression for g,(z) of (2.1) with the second expression for h,(z) of (2.3). 
The coefficient off(c) in the resulting combined integrand is 
1 z,zz(z+~)-(z,+z2)~z 
* Z-C 
+(z1+z*)-(i+4= c’ 
(z - z,)G - z2> (z - [)z’ + (z - z,)(z - ZJZ’ 
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Thus, for IzI > rn, 
I”fAz>l G & 1 
‘Ill=r, 
. If( . l4l 
l~1~21~l~I+~,~+I~,+~21~n/~I 
lz -z,l * Iz-z21 I 
&+. > 
n 3 
whence 
_ ,r,>2r If,(~>I~x~~=O[r,F(r,)l, il as n-, 00. (2.5) n 
Together, (2.4) and (2.5) imply that 
IlLIll < llfll + O[G-n log m)Jv,)l~ n-+co. 
In view of (1.4), therefore, we conclude that Ilf,ll is bounded independently 
of n. 
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